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About This Game

Ninja Pizza Girl is a serious game about self-esteem, bullying and resilience – and pizza delivering ninjas!

Its deeply-woven story follows Gemma, a sixteen-year-old girl working as a pizza delivery ninja for her father’s independent
Pizzeria. In a world where slums teeter on top of skyscrapers, where powerful mega-corporations exploit the poor and where

quality pizza is hard to come by, Gemma must fight to keep her ideals, her family and their business intact in face of the most
merciless enemies known to any teenage girl – other teenagers.

"Deftly tackling bullying, self awareness and self acceptance, not to mention the challenge of keeping a pizza hot, Ninja Pizza
Girl is a beautiful and important game." - Rhianna Pratchett

"Ninja Pizza Girl is a beautifully presented, challenging-but-not-brutal platformer that delivers not only pizza, but important
messages about self-worth and bullying. Any young people in your lives—and you!—need this game!" - Karin Weekes

Accessible flow-based gameplay that welcomes beginners while challenging speedrunners.

Face enemies that shove, trip, throw garbage in your hair and upload videos of their abuse.

Unique "health" system that tracks the player's self-esteem
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A mind-melting original soundtrack by the amazing Max Maars who was featured on Triple J's "Unearthed"

The only videogame to feature the phrase "No Pants. No Pizza."

Ninja Pizza Girl. For Honour. For Family. For Pizza.
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Title: Ninja Pizza Girl
Genre: Action, Indie
Developer:
Disparity Games
Publisher:
Disparity Games
Release Date: 30 Sep, 2015

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP+

Processor: Core 2 Duo

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: DX9 compatible. Anything made since 2004 should work.

DirectX: Version 9.0

Storage: 1800 MB available space

English,Japanese,Korean
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